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Inside the Mind of the Turtles: How the World's Best Traders Master RiskMcGraw-Hill, 2009

	“I like risk. I embrace risk.” -Turtle trader Curtis Faith


	Risk is scary, to be sure, but it's a fundamental aspect of the investing world. Without it, profit would not exist. The trick is to accept, anticipate, manage, and mitigate risk. In other words, master it.


	In Way of the...
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iWork for Mac OSX CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	I have been in publishing for almost 30 years, having held positions such as Publisher, Group

	Publisher, VP/Group Publisher, VP/Strategic Planning, and Senior VP/Research Publishing.

	Back then, I had staff to edit, design, and produce publications. But that all changed 10 years

	ago, when two friends and I started publishing...
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Innocent Code : A Security Wake-Up Call for Web ProgrammersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is an entertaining read, that shows how to change your mindset from website construction to website destruction so as to avoid writing dangerous code.

This concise and practical book will show where code vulnerabilities lie and how best to fix them. Its value is in showing where code may be exploited to gain access to--or break...
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Head First PMP: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Passing the Project Management Professional ExamO'Reilly, 2007
A PMP certification is more than just passing a test. It means that you have the knowledge to solve most common project problems, and proves that you know your stuff. Once you're certified, your projects are more likely to succeed because you have the skills and knowledge to make them successful. Not only that, it can mean a better job, more money,...
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MySpace For Dummies (Computers)For Dummies, 2007
Activate the built-in tools to use MySpace safely
    Trick out your profile, meet new people, and promote your talents on MySpace    

    MySpace is the place to connect with friends online and this book helps you make the most of it. Here's how to customize your profile so it stands out in a crowd,...
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Palm & Treo HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Palm OS is one of the most popular handheld operating systems on the planet. From the newest Tungstens and Treos all the way down the family tree, Palms are everywhere. Although the Palm OS is simple to learn and use, there is  more to it than meets the eye--from new features in the Palm to capabilities you can get with add-on...
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Modeling a Character in 3DS MaxWordware Publishing, 2001
Provides groundbreaking coverage in using 3D Studio Max for would-be computer game modelers and animators, as well as professionals already experienced with the software. Also features previously undocumented tips and tricks targeted specifically for advanced character creation.

Like most of my peers in the computer game industry,...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Bridge (Teach Yourself VISUALLY Consumer)Visual, 2007
Tricks. Trumps. Auctions. Contracts. Bridge is a challenging game, but you can quickly grasp its basics with this guide that shows how it's played. Teach Yourself VISUALLY Bridge covers everything from evaluating a hand and bidding it through playing the cards and scoring the results—guiding you play by play and trick by trick. With...
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Game Design Workshop, Second Edition: A Playcentric Approach to Creating Innovative GamesMorgan Kaufmann, 2008
There is magic in games.

Not magic like a Level 19 fi reball spell is magic. Not the kind of magic you get when you purchase a trick in a magic store. And not the kind of mystical experience that organized religion can go on about. No, games are magic in the way that fi rst kisses are magic, the way that fi nally arriving at a perfect...
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Now You See It, Now You Don't!: Lessons in Sleight of HandVintage, 1976
A new and simple learn-by-picture method that makes it easy for anyone aged twelve and up to perform all the classic sleights just as they are done by the world's greatest professional magicians. Long-time magician Bill Tarr has teamed up with Barry Ross, an illustrator famous for his instructional sports diagrams, for easy-to-follow,...
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Magic For DummiesFor Dummies, 1998

	You don’t need a white tiger, expensive props, or hours of preparation to do magic. With a little practice, some clever misdirection (which lays at the heart of all magic tricks), and showmanship, you can surprise family, friends, and coworkers using a few everyday items!


	If you’re looking to saw a beautiful women in...
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Intermediate PerlO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Perl’s object-oriented mechanism is classic prestidigitation. It takes a collection of Perl’s
	
		existing non-OO features such as packages, references, hashes, arrays, subroutines,
	
		and modules, and then–with nothing up its sleeve–manages to conjure up fully functional
	
		objects, classes, and...
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